Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the word that makes the most sense in the sentence.

1. The waitress was clearly ________________ because she forgot half of our order.
   experienced    distaste    taste    inexperienced

2. I have tried to ________________ my cat from climbing on the table.
   accurate    inaccurate    discourage    courage

3. Rosco likes the adventure of traveling into the ________________.
   known    inaccurate    accurate    unknown

4. Martin avoided walking by the house that had the ________________ dog.
   unlucky    lucky    friendly    unfriendly

5. “The ugly brown grass in the park is a ________________!” my neighbor complained.
   misprint    uneasy    disgrace    misfit

6. We wore jeans because the party was ________________.
   inhuman    human    informal    formal    unaware

7. The advertisement for the action figure was ________________, since the accessories were not included.
   unknown    lucky    unlucky    misleading

8. We tried to take the most ________________ route home so we would get home too late to help clean the garage.
   inexpensive    expensive    indirect    discourage